Microwave photonic filters (MPFs) are of great interest in radio frequency systems since they provide prominent flexibility on microwave signal processing. Although filter reconfigurability and tunability have been demonstrated repeatedly, it is still difficult to control the filter shape with very high precision. Thus the MPF application is basically limited to signal selection. Here we present a polarizationinsensitive single-passband arbitrary-shaped MPF with ~GHz bandwidth based on stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) in optical fibre. For the first time the filter shape, bandwidth and central frequency can all be precisely defined by software with ~MHz resolution. The unprecedented multi-dimensional filter flexibility offers new possibilities to process microwave signals directly in optical domain with high precision thus enhancing the MPF functionality. Nanosecond pulse shaping by implementing precisely defined filters is demonstrated to prove the filter superiority and practicability.
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In radio frequency (RF) systems, the microwave photonics (MWP) has been attracting persistent attentions since it provides potential possibilities to overcome some inherent limitations of electronics [1] [2] [3] . As a key MWP component, the microwave photonic filter (MPF) has been studied intensively and has shown its prominent superiority in terms of tunability and reconfigurability 4, 5 . By using MPFs instead of conventional electrical filters, the RF system flexibility can be increased dramatically. The realization of the MPF can be roughly categorized into two approaches. One is delayed-tap based finite impulse response (FIR) filter. For this method, the RF signal is first modulated on several optical carriers at different wavelengths. Each carrier acts as a filter tap and the tap coefficients are usually set by amplitude and phase manipulation with liquid crystal based technique 6, 7 . Then the RF-modulated carriers pass through dispersive media to obtain different time delay and are combined together to convert to RF signal. The optical carriers can be multiple laser diodes 8 , a broadband optical source 6 , an optical comb 7, 9 or a multi-mode mode lock laser 10 . The dispersive media can be a dispersive fibre 11 or a chirped fibre Bragg grating (CFBG) 12 . This method provides certain flexibility but due to the inherent nature of the discrete FIR filter, the frequency response has multiple harmonic passbands, which restricts the filtering within one free spectral range (FSR). Several works have been reported to retain a single passband including employing an optical filter 7 and broadening the tap width 13 . The other category is using optical filter techniques to filter the RF-modulated optical signal directly by micro-ring resonators 14 , fibre Bragg grating 15 , liquid crystal arrays 16 and stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) 17 . Meanwhile, in order to enhance functionality and robustness and reduce cost, size and power consumption, there has been a consistent effort towards the integration of microwave photonic devices [18] [19] [20] [21] . SBS effect can be considered as an active optical filter in terms of signal selection. Several SBS-based MPFs have been reported since a decade ago. Thanks to the narrow SBS linewidth, the SBS-based MPFs have a very high discrimination resolution 17 . The filter tunability is easily realized by modulating a single tone signal at different frequency 22, 23 or by using a second laser source 24 . The filter selectivity can be further increased by using phase modulated probe 25 or double sideband cancellation [26] [27] [28] . The filter bandwidth is reconfigurable by broadening the Brillouin pump with different modulation schemes 29, 30 . Moreover, the filter shape can be tailored if the modulated electrical waveform is well designed [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . SBS can also be used for realizing tap-based MPFs by manipulating the phase of the signal 36 or employing dynamic Brillouin gratings 37 . Furthermore, the progress of the integrated Brillouin improves the filter compactness 38, 39 . All these distinct advantages make it a promising 1 candidate for MPFs. We list several representative works for SBS based MPFs in Table 1 with critical parameters for comparison. The existing programmable or reconfigurable MPF solutions can provide bandwidth and central wavelength tunability. But as for the filter shape, most of the MPFs are not capable of reconfiguring it or only provide reconfigurability with resolution of several hundred MHz due to the limitation of tap control or optical filtering resolution 16, [40] [41] [42] . Although the SBS-based MPFs have potential for shape tailoring, the pump control methods mentioned above have their inherent resolution limitations. Thus no arbitrary-shaped filter with ~MHz resolution has been demonstrated yet. Therefore generally the MPF is used more for signal selection up to now other than real signal processing. For easy comparison, we also list several representative shape-reconfigurable MPFs in Table 1 with some critical parameters.
Previously, we have proposed a rectangular optical filter approach based on SBS effect in fibre 43 . We realized a precise and accurate Brillouin pump control scheme adopting electrical broadband signal generation and digital feedback correction. We demonstrated rectangular optical filters with tunable bandwidth from 50 MHz to 4 GHz and passband ripple of ~1 dB. By employing dual-stage pump configurations, the filter selectivity reached ~40 dB and the noise performance was also improved 44 . The filter feasibility has been proved by its application in a small-grid reconfigurable optical add and drop multiplexer (ROADM) where the proposed filters were used to precisely amplify and absorb a single sub-band from a super-channel signal 45, 46 . Furthermore, we demonstrated a polarization-independent rectangular MPF approach with selectivity as high as 57 dB by using a depolarized sweeping pump 47 . However, in the previous work, only rectangular filter shape has been realized, which is still far from the requirement of the arbitrary-shaped MPF.
In this paper, we realize software-defined MPF with arbitrary-shaped configurability thus offering possibilities to process microwave signal directly in optical domain with a very high precision. We first demonstrate the high controllability of the filter bandwidth and central frequency which can be changed with resolution of ~MHz. The main parameters are also listed in Table 1 . Then we precisely define the pump shape by software and obtain arbitrary-shaped MPFs such as super-Gaussian, triangle, inverse Gaussian or combinations of these shapes. We further adopt depolarized sweeping pump to realize polarization-independent arbitrary-shaped MPFs. Finally we demonstrate the pulse shaping capability using precisely defined filters to obtain different pulse shapes. With multi-dimensional flexibility, the proposed MPF can find its versatile and unique applications in microwave photonic fields. Furthermore, this optical filtering technique can also be applied to optical communications and high-resolution optical signal processing.
Results
Pump design and filter shape control. The proposed SBS filter includes two key techniques: first the arbitrary-shaped pump generation and second the filter shape control. Both procedures are software-defined and can be controlled with very high precision. The natural SBS gain bandwidth ranges from 10 MHz~50 MHz depending on different types of fibres 48 . The effective Brillouin gain spectrum for a broadband pump can be obtained by convolving the natural Brillouin gain with the pump spectrum 49 . Intuitively, in order to obtain arbitrary-shaped SBS gain spectrum, a pump consisting of variable-amplitude spectral lines with interval equal to the natural SBS gain bandwidth is required. As shown in Fig. 1a , we first precisely define the targeted pump spectral-shape in frequency domain through a digital signal processor (DSP) by software. Then we obtain the corresponding time domain signal by using inverse Fourier transform and accurately generate the electrical waveform by a digital-analog converter (DAC). The designed electrical signal then modulates a CW light acting as the pump wave. Here we assume that the modulation is approximately linear by using a small-signal modulation thus ensuring the identity of the electrical driving signal and the optical pump. After boosted to a high power level, the pump gives rise to the SBS effect. If the signal is shifted downward from the pump to the Brillouin frequency, it will be amplified as the Stokes wave, and if it is shifted upward to the Brillouin frequency, it will be absorbed as the anti-Stokes wave 50 . This can be considered as filtering in terms of signal selection and transformation. It should be noted that the SBS gain is only related to the pump power which is proportional to the amplitude of electrical spectral lines, thus we just adjust the amplitude of each spectral line and set a random phase for each line to maintain an acceptable peak to average ratio of the waveform.
This pump generation approach differs from the previous proposed methods and brings about many distinctive benefits. First, the natural SBS bandwidth is only ~20 MHz, thus the minimum filter bandwidth can be very small and the controlling precision is very high. Second, the electrical signal is generated accurately by the DAC within a specific frequency range, ensuring the steep filter edges. Third, the amplitude of each comb line can be altered accurately by software to optimize the filter passband shape. Fourth, the number of the comb line can be changed to adjust the filter bandwidth precisely. Fifth, the filter central frequency can be shifted by tuning the wavelength of the comb electrically and optically. In conclusion, the proposed MPF based on this pump spectral-shape control method has the capability of reconfiguration in terms of bandwidth, central frequency and most importantly the shape with very high precision.
Given the nonlinear responses of electrical and optical components as well as the error from linear modulation estimation, there is always a deviation between the designed filter shape and the actual filter shape. In order to control the shape of the targeted SBS filter response accurately, a feedback compensation is required to digitally control the amplitude of each electrical spectral line according to the measured SBS gain shape. The feedback algorithm is based on the analytical relation between signal gain and pump power 
where Ps(0) and Ps(L) are the output and input power of the SBS filter (i.e. Ps(0)/Ps(L) is the signal gain), P 0 is the pump power and α L is the fibre loss. We reasonably assume that the SBS gain at a certain frequency is only related to the corresponding electrical spectral line. Thus once the SBS gain shape has been obtained, we can use the derived relation between the SBS gain and the corresponding electrical frequency component to calculate new amplitude of each electrical spectral line applied to the DAC:
2 After 3-10 iterations (related to the shape precision) of the digital feedback compensation 45 , we can obtain the long-term stable pump waveform for arbitrary-shaped filters.
In order to mitigate the incalculable gain induced by four wave mixing (FWM) effect among the multiple pump lines, we further set the frequency interval of the electrical spectral lines randomly around the natural SBS gain bandwidth instead of the equal interval. In this case the FWM induced gain will no longer superpose on the original lines and the feedback process is more accurate. Note that once the feedback compensation is completed, the optimal pump waveform is fixed and can be stored for future use.
The proposed filter can be considered as a fully software-defined MPF. Currently the whole arbitrary-shaped pump generation and feedback process can be realized by automatic software control. This lays the root for systematic integration and instrumentation. In this paper we focus more on the bandpass filter as an example. It should be noted that the filter can be either bandpass with SBS amplification or band-stop with SBS absorption.
Arbitrary-shaped MPF demonstration. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1b . An external cavity laser (ECL) operating at 1550 nm is split into two branches for the generation of pump and probe signal in the upper and lower branch respectively. By using a single laser source we can achieve more stable measurement and conduct accurate pump control 51 . In the upper branch, a DAC is controlled by a signal processor and generates designed electrical spectral lines with random frequency interval within ± 1-MHz deviation from the natural SBS bandwidth of 20 MHz, (i.e. 19 MHz, 20 MHz and 21 MHz). Then it modulates the CW light to generate the optical carrier-suppressed single-sideband (OCS-SSB) SBS pump lines utilizing an I&Q modulator (IQM). Thus each frequency line of the pump can be accurately controlled. After boosted by a high power erbium-doped fibre amplifier (EDFA), the OCS-SSB signal is sent into a 25-km long single mode fibre (SMF). A polarization controller (PC) is used to maintain the SBS gain at the maximum value. The SBS gain is ~11-GHz downshift from the pump as shown in Fig. 1b(i) . In the lower branch, a sweeping signal covering the whole SBS gain region from an electrical vector network analyser (EVNA) modulates the CW light utilizing a Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) to generate the probe signal. After suppression of the left sideband by an optical bandpass filter (BPF) as shown in Fig. 1b(ii) , the probe light propagates through the fibre and is amplified once it has swept within the SBS gain region as shown in Fig. 1b(iii) . Then the probe signal is detected by a photodiode (PD) and sent into the EVNA. The amplitude response sketched in Fig. 1b(iv) is measured by the EVNA and the SBS gain spectrum can be obtained by comparing the results between the SBS pump on and off.
The proposed filter has multi-dimensional flexibility and can be tuned with very high precision. The tuning speed is now limited by the switching time of the DAC output waveform. The theoretical switching time equals the time duration in which the pump propagates through the whole fibre. If the fibre is ~20 km, the switching time is merely ~100 us.
By adjusting the frequency of a single electrical spectral line accurately therefore changing the pump frequency, the filter central frequency can be tuned precisely as shown in Fig. 1c,d . Thanks to the narrow linewidth of Brillouin gain, the minimum filter bandwidth can be as narrow as ~20 MHz with a Gaussian profile which corresponds to a single frequency pump 52 . The tuning step in the figure is set to ~1 MHz but theoretically the tuning resolution can be even higher by simply using longer temporal pump waveform to increase the spectral resolution. This precise central frequency tunability can dynamically compensate the central frequency drift of the RF signal or Brillouin frequency-shift change due to the temperature/stress variation of the fibre 51 . By altering the number of the electrical spectral lines, the filter bandwidth can be changed. As shown in Fig. 1e ,f, we demonstrate the filter bandwidth tunability by changing the number of pump lines from 1 to 10. The filter bandwidth increases with a step of ~20 MHz, when the pump lines are more than 3. More precise tuning can also be realized by slightly changing the position of the frequency lines at both edges. The tuning can range from ~20 MHz to several GHz thus making it capable of dealing with RF signals of different bandwidth 43 . In addition, from Fig. 1f we can see that the in-band phase variation is related to the filter bandwidth. Therefore we can also vary the phase shift of the RF signal by using the MPF with different bandwidths. The minimum bandwidth limitation is from the Brillouin natural linewidth, which can be decreased to ~3 MHz by inducing Brillouin loss on both edges of the Brillouin gain 53 . The maximum bandwidth limitation is due to the increasing pump consumption with the increase of the filter bandwidth. In this paper, we limit our demonstration within 3 GHz. However with multi-stage amplification, the Brillouin pump can be used in a more efficient manner and the maximum bandwidth can be further extended 44 . Except for the filter tunability of central frequency and bandwidth, the filter shape can also be defined precisely. This is the largest advantages of the proposed MPF against other approaches. By generating different pump spectra and applying the feedback compensation according to the targeted filter shape, the final MPF shapes are obtained as shown in Fig. 2a-d , including truncated-Gaussian (T-Gauss), triangular, inverse super-Gaussian peak (super-Gaussian shape turned upside down then left and right reversed, marked as "In-S-Gaussian P" in the figure), inverse triangular (In-Triangular) and so on. The corresponding phase responses are also different, which provide approaches to signal phase control. But it should be noted that the filter phase response is always dependent on the filter amplitude response.
We can not only realize symmetric filter shapes but also random combinations of these shapes. In Fig. 2e ,f, we demonstrate the amplitude and phase response of a 3-GHz MPF comprising six 500-MHz sections which are configured to inverse super-Gaussian peak, Gaussian and triangular shapes followed with their complementary shapes adjacently from left to right. The measured gain is slightly different from the targeted shape due to the uncontrollable FWM of dense pump lines. In order to tune the filter central frequency in a larger scale, we use two lasers for the pump and probe signal respectively and tune the wavelength of the pump laser with 4-GHz shift step while keeping the probe laser frequency fixed as shown in Fig. 2g ,h. The filter amplitude and phase responses are well kept with no need for further feedback. Literally we can realize a filter with arbitrary shape with resolution of ~MHz within ~3 GHz bandwidth.
Finally we show the capability to vary the filter shape at specific single frequency while keeping the rest part fixed in Fig. 2i ,j. By only altering the amplitude of the corresponding electrical spectral line, a peak or a notch is realized at the very centre of the rectangular filter, which again proves the high filter resolution. It should be noted that the defined resolution is limited by the natural linewidth of SBS effect. With the increase of the peak gain, the defined resolution will be lower due to the broadening of the overall peak width (calculated at the rectangular pedestal). Similarly, when the notch is deeper, the overall notch width will also be larger.
Polarization insensitive MPF.
It is well known that the SBS gain is polarization dependent, which means that the proposed filter in last section is varying based on the state of polarization (SOP) of the signal. By using specially designed depolarized frequency-sweeping pump, we have realized a polarization insensitive filter 47 . Moreover, the sweeping pump will eliminate the four wave mixing in multi-tone pump scheme thus reducing the control error and contributing to a more precise filter shape. Here we demonstrate that the polarization-independent arbitrary-shaped MPF can also be realized based on depolarized frequency-sweeping pump.
The principle of Brillouin pump depolarizing process is shown in Fig. 3a . First we use a linear frequency-sweeping signal as the pump, which is modulated by an electrical sweeping signal from the DAC as used in the multi-tone pump case. As long as the pump propagation time through the fibre is much longer than the duration of the sweeping cycle, the pump can be considered as a broadband pump 33 . Then the pump wave passes through a polarization beam splitter (PBS) and is separated along two orthogonal polarization states. After time delay in one branch to induce fields decorrelation, the two branches are combined using a polarization beam combiner (PBC). Since there is only a single frequency existing at any specific time for each polarization state and the signal frequency on the two polarization projections are different at all times, the sweeping pumps along the two polarization states are independent. Thus, the pump can be considered as a polarization-multiplexed pump. Therefore the Brillouin gain and loss are both polarization-insensitive.
This architecture is effective for the frequency-sweeping pump scheme. For the multi-tone pump, however, the phase difference varies linearly with the frequency for the same delay. So the phase difference between two polarization projections results in an SOP variation of each spectral line, which makes the filter shape out of control. For polarization-insensitive operation in the multi-tone pump case, polarization scrambler with fast tuning speed is required.
The experimental setup for depolarized frequency-sweeping pump based MPF is similar with the multi-tone scheme as shown in Fig. 3b . The only difference is that the OCS-SSB signal is split by a PBS and then combined together by a PBC after experiencing different delay. In the experiment, we use a 10-m polarization maintaining fibre (PMF) for inducing a time delay of ~50 ns. Correspondingly, the sweeping speed is set to 1 MHz/ns. Thus frequency difference between two branches is ~50 MHz, which is larger than twice of the SBS linewidth to ensure the independence between the two orthogonal polarization states. Actually the sweeping speed is very important and should be chosen carefully taking into account the delay time, Brillouin media length and filter bandwidth.
After precise feedback compensation, we obtain a long-term stable polarization-insensitive SBS gain, as shown in Fig. 3c,d for a 1-GHz wide rectangular Brillouin filter. The feedback iteration times are less compared with that in multi-tone pump case since no FWM happens. No matter how we change the SOP of the probe signal, the filter shape is constant while keeping a fixed and smooth phase response, which proves the validity of the pump depolarization process.
By using the polarization-multiplexed frequency-sweeping pump, we can also define the filter shape with very high precision as in the multi-tone pump case. We demonstrate some typical filter shapes such as truncated Gaussian, triangular, inverse Gaussian etc. in Fig. 3e -h. It should be noted that, compared with the arbitrary shapes realized by multi-tone method in Fig. 2 , the sweeping pump method eliminates the out-of-band gain completely, making the shape more precise. Here we only demonstrate filters with 1-GHz bandwidth but they can be easily extended to a larger bandwidth. The MPF selectivity can be improved by using multi-stage configuration.
This depolarization setup provides a polarization insensitive filtering solution and simplifies the system complexity via the reduction of polarization controllers especially when we implement multi-stage filtering architecture. Nevertheless, the orthogonal pump will result in pump redundancy. Thus in order to reach the same Brillouin gain, theoretically the pump power increases by a factor of 3/2 compared with the single SOP pump 54 . Experimentally the increase of the pump vary from 1 to 2 dB depending on the Brillouin gain value and probe signal level.
Pulse shaping demonstration. In order to prove the feasibility and practicability of the arbitrary-shaped filter, we demonstrate temporal pulse shaping with the proposed filters. After passing through different filters, the pulse shape has been changed due to the spectral transformation. The setup for pulse shaping is shown in Fig. 4a . An ECL laser is modulated by an electrical Gaussian pulse train which is generated from an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG). In order to avoid the relative laser drift, we use the same laser to generate the pulse train and the pump. Thus the pulse train is upshifted by ~10 GHz inside the AWG. After removed one upper sideband by using a BPF, the pulse train passes through the software-defined SBS (SD-SBS) filter and experiences spectral transformation. Then an optical attenuator is adopted to adjust the signal power level. Finally the pulse train is detected by a typical coherent receiver. Compared with direct detection with pre-amplification, the coherent detection provides better sensitivity.
The width of the Gaussian pulse is ~4 ns with a period of 100 ns, whose spectral profile is ~1-GHz wide. For the pulse shaping, we use four 1-GHz wide filters with the shape of rectangular, super Gaussian, triangular and inverse Gaussian respectively. The frequency responses of the filters have already been shown in Fig. 3e -h. After passing through different filters with 25-dB gain, the spectral profile of the Gaussian pulse train is transformed accordingly as shown in Fig. 4b . The rectangular filter keeps the Gaussian spectrum as it is. The super Gaussian and triangular filters compress the spectrum. The inverse Gaussian filter amplifies only high frequency components and makes the spectrum rectangular. The transformed spectral profiles are all very smooth, which imply that the filter shapes are well controlled. Note that for the inverse Gaussian filter, in order to match the signal power level we adjust the filter gain to ~22 dB.
The spectral transformation is accompanied by the pulse shape variation in time domain. The shape comparison of the Gaussian pulse before and after passing through different filters are shown in Fig. 4c-f . The rectangular filter maintains the original pulse shape very well. The super Gaussian filter broadens the pulse slightly at the falling edge and induces a side lobe which is ~25 dB smaller than the main lobe. The triangular filter obviously broadens the Gaussian pulse at the falling edge and makes it more like a triangular pulse. The inverse Gaussian filter compresses the Gaussian pulse and induces several side lobes after the falling edge, which is consistent with its rectangular spectrum. We also calculate the theoretical filter response by convoluting the natural Brillouin gain with the designed pump spectrum. The experimental results show very good agreement with the calculated results thus proving the high control precision and accuracy again.
Another remarkable advantage by using the proposed filter is the selective amplification. From Fig. 4b in frequency domain and 4c in time domain we can clearly observe that the noise level has been decreased and the signal is smoother due to the 25-dB amplification. The inverse Gaussian filter is an exception since it just amplifies the high frequency components and keeps the central frequency components at the original level.
Discussion
As we mentioned in the last section, this MPF can also be regarded as an active amplifier. While it provides tens of dB gain for the signal, it will also induce extra noise due to the spontaneous Brillouin scattering 45, 52 . The higher the filter selectivity is, the larger the pump power will be and thus inducing more noise. In order to optimize the filter performance, the filter parameters should be well chosen such as fibre length, number of stages and so on. Our present work is focusing on improving the noise performance of the filter. The integration of microwave photonic devices brings advantages in terms of size, weight and power (SWAP) consumption, which has become a trend. Although in this paper we demonstrate our proposed filter with bulk optical components as a proof of concept, it has the potential possibility to be more compact. The essential components of the proposed MPF consist of a laser source, a programmable DAC, an IQM, an EDFA and a section of fibre. The DAC can be integrated in a circuit board with a field programmable gate array (FPGA) and peripheral circuit. For simplicity, the IQM can be replaced by a standard intensity modulator at the cost of slight degradation of control precision. The 25-km fibre can also be replaced by short fibre or waveguide with high Brillouin efficiency 55, 56 . The feedback calibration is only needed for filter initialization and will not increase the control complexity. Therefore it is possible to make this MPF a desktop instrument. It can also be further integrated considering the current progress of on-chip SBS 34 . Our future work is towards filter compactness and prototype development.
In summary, we have realized a software-defined single passband arbitrary-shaped microwave photonic filters with ~GHz bandwidth based on SBS effect in optical fibre. This method can generate arbitrary-shaped filter with resolution of ~MHz within ~3 GHz bandwidth. Higher bandwidth can be achieved by using multi-stage Brillouin amplification. The filter shape, bandwidth and central frequency reconfigurability have been fully demonstrated with unprecedented precision, which has not been obtained before. By depolarizing the linear frequency-sweeping pump, the filter can be polarization insensitive without any out-of-band gain. Based on this arbitrary-shaped filter, we demonstrate the pulse shaping capability. The filter can broaden or compress the Gaussian pulse and intentionally induce one or more side lobes. The filtered pulse shapes have very good agreement with the targeted shapes proving the high control precision and accuracy. Meanwhile the filter also plays the role of selective amplifier, which can provide tens of dB gain. The multi-dimensional filter flexibility provides precise optical processing approach in microwave photonic fields and makes it a promising MPF solution. Meanwhile the core optical filter technique can also find versatile applications in optical communications and high-resolution optical signal processing.
Methods
Brillouin pump generation. We use MATLAB to design the frequency response of the filter and generate the electrical waveform by using a DAC. In this paper we use an AWG (Tektronix 7221, 12-GHz sampling rate and 10 bits resolution) as DAC to demonstrate large bandwidth MPF. We also used an FPGA-controlled DAC board (EUVIS, 10 bits linear resolution, 4 GHz sampling rate) instead of expensive AWG. For generating small bandwidth filters, they performed almost equally. After passing through a 4-GHz anti-aliasing low-pass filter and amplified by an electrical amplifier, the electrical waveform passes through a 90° hybrid coupler to generate two signals with 90° phase difference, which will drive the two child MZMs of the IQM (Photline MXIQ-LN-40) respectively. The three bias voltage values of the IQM are precisely adjusted to realize OCS-SSB modulation and are kept constant day and night for stability. The OSC-SSB optical signal will be boosted to a proper level and be injected into the fibre as the Brillouin pump.
Feedback process. The filter response is measured by using an EVNA (ROHDE & SCHWARZ ZVK, 10 MHz~40 GHz) covering the whole SBS gain region. First we turn off the Brillouin pump and measure the beating signal between the carrier and the sweeping probe from the PD as the base. Then we turn on the Brillouin pump and measure the signal again as the system response. The amplitude and phase response of the filter can be obtained by subtracting the base from the total system response. The measured response will be processed by MATLAB and the new electrical waveform for the pump will be generated afterwards. In the experiment, all the equipment is connected to a computer via GPIB or Ethernet connection and controlled via MATLAB. Thus the whole feedback process can be done automatically within a short time. For a specific MPF, once the feedback compensation is done, the optimal pump waveform is fixed and can be stored for future use.
